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WHETHER THEY'RE JUMPING barrels, zipping along the highway on a road trip, or tearing up the

motocross track, motorcycles are the coolest things on two wheels! Choppers! authors Susan

Goodman and Michael Doolittle show readers the many types of motorcycles there are, how they

work, and some of the exciting jobs, competitions, and events that feature them. This actionpacked

Step 3 reader is filled with vibrant color photographs!
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The facts are "awesome," the action is "cool," and the breathless exclamatory text in this Step into

Reading title is illustrated with big color photos on every double-page spread. Starting with stunt

jumpers and racing bikes, the short chapters show motorcyclists at work as police, soldiers, and

rescue workers. The authors also cover the special gear that riders wear to stay safe, and, finally,

the popular motocross races on rough ground ("Kids can do it, too"). A central spread shows a

motorcycle close up, with all the parts labeled. There is no mention of noise pollution and high injury

rates associated with motorcycles, but this is a fun readaloud for preschoolers to add to their



vrooming play, and it is sure to grab some new readers who think books are heavy and dull.

Rochman, Hazel

Susan E. Goodman and Michael J. Doolittle have collaborated on the Step into Reading title

Choppers! and the Ultimate Field Trip series, among other nonfiction titles.

lots of informative pictures or the origin of motorcycles pretty neat to look at not much for good

reading though

This book is great for explaining to little ones in simple terms the components of motorcycles as well

as the different types of motorcycles. I think it could also help reluctant readers that were fans of

motorcycles. Good information in language that will engage kids and not scare them away. The

information appears to be accurate (I am not a motorcycle expert) although I am sure the field

changes so often it may be slightly dated. But, an overall great book that my motorcycle loving little

ones really enjoy.

Bought one of these for my son who just started K this past school year. He loves learning to read

(although it's slightly for a higher level) and having this read to him on a nightly basis. Shows

various kinds of motorcycles from different time frames (even the first wooden one from the 1800s)

with the end being a section on kids riding motocross -- his favorite part! I purchased this 2nd copy

for gift-giving. I may have to get 1-2 more for other dirt bike riding families!

A very nice book for struggling readers. It's interesting and not babyish. It encourages reading. A

real find for boys or girls who like dirt bikes.

This book was bought for our grandson (4 yrs old) who happens to be focused on motorcycles. So

far, from all indications he does like looking at it and say he likes the book. This was one of three we

bought for part of his birthday present. I would buy it again.

My friend's son is really into motorcycles and has really embraced reading. He loves this book and

reads it over and over. Love that it's been written for a first grade level!

One of the grandsons loves motorcycles. This book has a diagram of motorcycle anatomy and a bit



of history. It is in great condition, and I am sure he will enjoy it. It arrived expediently.

This was a perfect book for my grandson who is a dirt bike racer!! It really got him interested in

reading!
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